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Preface

On the occasion of World Children’s Day, celebrated every year on November 20th, with this year’s theme “Inclusion, for every child”, and in cooperation with the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Kuwait Fund for Development presents to you this tale, written by Jenan Ali and illustrated by Mohammad Makhseed, which revolves around a child named Hamoud and what he’s learned from the Fund’s contributions, in the name of Kuwait, to help children in various parts of the world.

We hope you enjoy it.
Hamoud & Saqour’s Adventure

By: Jenan Ali    Illustrated by: Mohammad Makhseed
While Hamoud was enjoying watching pictures and funny videos through his favorite application on the tablet computer, a Kuwait Fund’s promotional advertisement suddenly popped up on the tablet screen inviting children to celebrate World Children’s Day.
Out of curiosity, he used the Saqour search application. Hi Saqour.. Hello Hamoud, how may I help you today?
Saqour, what is World Children’s Day?
Saqour: It’s the day the United Nations designated on November 20th every year to raise awareness about children’s rights among people. This year, the world commemorates this occasion under the slogan “Inclusion, for every child”.
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Hamoud: Umm .. and what does inclusion mean to each child? 
Saqour: It means that all children obtain care, education, treatment, and safety. 
Hamoud: Nice! .. And why is Kuwait Fund for Development interested in such a day?
Saqour: Kuwait Fund has had an effective role in extending aid to world countries and UNICEF. Do you want to see that?

Hamoud: Sure.

Saqour: Then, hop on my back.

Saqour flew with Hamoud on a journey to some countries. There, Hamoud saw the projects that Kuwait Fund had built.
He saw the hospitals and children receiving treatment in good health and wellbeing. He also passed by schools and saw the students’ joy as they were learning and achieving their dreams. He also saw how the children were happy to drink clean treated water. He also saw many other projects that Kuwait Fund had built.
Hamoud felt proud as he was looking at all these accomplishments, and was very pleased by the children's joy.

Saqour: Hamoud, do you know now what is Kuwait Fund’s role in World Children’s Day?

Hamoud: Yes, and that is helping needy nations in order to provide decent and safe life for people and every child in the world.
Saqour: Correct! And due to which, our beloved country has gained the trust and respect of world countries.

Hamoud: Thank you Saqour for this amazing trip and all this information. I will tell my friends about what I saw and known.

Saqour: Now my friend, do you know under what slogan the world is celebrating this year’s Children’s Day?
Hamoud is a very curious boy and always wonder about things he has no knowledge of. Hamoud uses his favorite application to find out about World Children’s Day and the role of Kuwait Fund for Development. Let us fly together and live the adventure with Hamoud and Saqour.